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Stewing Student Cooked

SO Boston Pizza

"Cheer It For Spirit"
Winnipeg Jets vs. Chicago Blackhawks

By Kelly Taylor
The student who claimed he
was burned during work experience in the Nov. 2 issue of
the Projector really cooked his
own goose, said Alfred Chan,
executive chef at the Bombay
Bicycle Club.
David Wales, a former commercial cooking student at
Red River, claimed he was unjustly treated by Chan, and by
the college's work placement
officer, John Thorton.
He is now laying bricks in
Toronto.
"I really question his committment to the program,"
Thorton said. "We offered
him every chance to return and

get his diploma, but he refused."
Chan was Wales' supervisor
during his stay at the Bicycle
Club. Wales was scheduled to
stay for nine weeks, but was
terminated early from the
worksite because of work problems, Chan said.
"I expect students to at least
know the basics," he said.
Wales also claimed the
reason he was fired was that he
had asked Chan if it was all
right to find a part-time job to
supplement his income. Chan
and Thorton both said that
there is no way the college or
an employer can tell someone
what to do during their spare

time.
"I did say to him, 'If you
can handle it, that's fine, just
don't come to work late in the
morning.' He did come to
work a few times late," Chan
said.
In his letter to the editor,
Wales said: "There are 800
restaurants in the city but Mr.
Thorton deals with a relative
few." Wales then went on to
suggest that Thorton has his
own little clique of restaurants
who give Thorton good
reviews in return for cheap
labor.
Thorton said he has 44
students in the program, and

Goose
108 restaurants on his list of
work sites.

for them, why do they not
count?" he said.

Chan said that Wales had
sent out food that was cold
three times, and three times
the food came back. "It got to
the point where I had to have
someone else check the food to
make sure it was hot."

Thorton said: "It's like if
you attended all the classes but
failed the final exam. He
(Wales) said to me, 'I didn't
learn anything while I was
there.' If he didn't learn
anything, how can I give him
credit?"

Chan said he warned Wales
about the cold food each time.

Wales said his career has
come to an abrupt halt
because he didn't get his
diploma.

Because he was terminated
early from his work site, the
hours Wales put in at the Bicycle Club won't be counted for
his diploma. "Why not? I certainly worked them, I was paid

"If he really wanted to be a
chef that bad, he'd have stuck
it out," said Chan.

Friday, November 6 7:30 p.m.
WHO'S THE MOST SPIRITED?
U. of Manitoba vs. U. of Winnipeg vs. Red River C.C.
Team Captains from Each School

Christophe Strikes at
Students in Cold
War With Westfair

$13.00 TICKET PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Ticket to Game
Post Game Social at Red River C.C.
Featuring "HARLEQUIN"
Chances to Win Great Door Prizes
All Winning Students Guaranteed Prizes

By Kelly Taylor

Ray Newman, vice-president student services, cuts the Centre's ribbon as Jack
Kaplan(left) and Jack Rutherford(right) watch.

Fitness Appraisal Centre Open
By Judy Fostey

"Show Your Spirit . . . Make Some Noise"
Tickets and Information Available At:

Posters Supplied by DAVE'S QUICK PR!NT

After testing their brains in
the classroom, students can
now test their bodies in the
college's new Fitness Appraisal Centre.
Located in the North Gym,
the Fitness Centre had its
grand opening Nov. 1. On
hand were Jack Rutherford
and Jack Kaplan, the two
physical education instructors
who will be testing students.
Rutherford said the Centre
has been in the works for a few
years, but because of a lack of
equipment and space, it never
came to be.
But with various athletic
clubs throughout the city

MOLSON

donating equipment and Rob
Young's athletic therapist office closing down, the Centre
became a reality.
"There was no outlay of
capital to get the Centre
going," Rutherford said.
The equipment was donated
by groups that had used the
North Gym without being
charged a user fee. They include the Manitoba Volleyball
Association and the Manitoba
Team Handball Association.
Students can make an appointment for the testing and
then meet with either Rutherford or Kaplan for usually an
hour.
The test covers five different
fitness areas: aerobics,
strength, flexibility, muscular
endurance and body fat and
girths.

Students then fill out a
lifestyle questionnaire which
Rutherford says gets them
thinking about their exercise
and health lifestyles.
"Some people don't know
the principles of exercise," he
said.
Test scores are then compared to standards set by
15,000 Canadians in 1981.
Each category is broken up in
to age groups.
Rutherford and Kaplan will
then put the student on an exercise program if students
want one that caters to their
needs.
Both Rutherford and
Kaplan are licensed fitness appraisers through the Canadian
Association of Sports
Sciences.

The Manitoba Food and
commercial Workers Union
has suspended the work placement program for Red River
commercial baking students at
Westfair Foods locations.
In a letter to the dean of applied arts, Bill Porter, the
union asked the college to not
place any future students at
Westfair stores until the
dispute over re-hiring workers
lost in the Superstrike is settled.

The union claimed that
Westfair was using students as
a substitute for regularly paid
employees that had been
suspended during the strike.
Westfair spokesman David
Ryzebol said Westfair was not
giving students any hours that
should have been given to
union members.
He also said students have
reason to be concerned.
"What happens if other
unions start using Red River
students as pawns in political
games?" he said.
He said the union is mad
because of a Red River student
who crossed the Superstrike
picket lines. She is now in
commercial baking and is
placed at a Westfair bakery on
her work experience.
He said that the union is un-

fairly dragging students into
their dispute.
The college is downplaying
the seriousness of the suspension. Rick Dedi, assistant to
the president, said the college
does not anticipate any great
difficulties in finding students
other placements.
"We only have one student
there currently, and the union
has not told us that we must
remove that person."
Dedi said the college went
along with the union's request
because the college has an
agreement with the union and
Westfair. He said the college
felt it would not be in the best
interests of the students to be
placed in a union shop where
one of the key parties concerned is opposed to their
presence.

The commercial baking
course has 24 students each
year, and students are given an
eight-week placement. The
student at Westfair does not
have to leave her assignment
until it is completed on Dec.
24.
Union president Bernard
Christophe could not be reached for comment, and vice
president Roger Daly would
not return the Projector's
calls.
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News
From the Editor's Desk:

MFCW 1,
College 0
The closing of Westfair's
bakeries and meat counters
to Red River students is a
foolish action that should
have been prevented—on
the part of both the
Manitoba Food and Commercial Workers and this
college.
In the case of the union,
one must really wonder if
they have the interests of
the worker first and
foremost in mind. Certainly, the union will not
benefit from the negative
publicity surrounding the
banning of the college's apprentice meat-cutters and
bakers from Winnipeg's
nine Westfair stores as Bernard Christophe heats up
his cold war with Westfair's
industrial relations
manager, Dave Ryzebol.
One must also wonder if
Christophe realizes that the
real strength of the union he
represents flows not from
him (although he would
likely have trouble believing
that) but rather, from the
sheer size of the union.
Those students denied work
experience with West fair
will no doubt remember
who shut the door in their
face. As such, in one fell
swoop, Christophe has
managed to turn away
potential members and
alienate those whom he may
someday represent.

The college's involvement in this issue is
somewhat confusing. While
the MFCW must deal with a
president out of control,
this college must face life in
a leadership vacuum. No
one yet has risen to the occasion to protect the
students' interests.
Rather than try and work
out some deal with both the
union and the store, the college has taken a "let's-waitand-see" approach as the
administration tries to
downplay the seriousness of
the issue. Unfortunately,
this matter is serious and
could be precedent setting.
Give that MFCW also
represents Safeway workers
(the other major outlet for
job experience) a labor
dispute with that store
could result in students being locked out of both of
these major stores.
Indeed, given the lack of
action from the seventh
floor of C Building, one
must wonder if
Christophe's sphere of influence now includes this
college.
In short, one must hope
that Christophe will not
continue to use college
students to get back at
Westfair and that college's
administration will stand up
for students when we get
picked on .
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Entertainment
By-elections Leave 12 Openings
In Council
The SA was forced to hold a
by-election because only three
By Paul Samyn
The vacancy sign outside the positions were filled in the
Students' Association office is Oct. 29 council elections.
SA vice-president Lorie
still shining as an SA appeal
for candidates in the Nov. 13 Kowalyshyn said she is very
council by-elections registered disappointed that students
didn't respond to efforts by
with only six students.
Only nine of a possible 21 the SA to stir up interest in the
council positions have been Nov. 13 by-election.
"We'll try and function
filled and council plans to
meet Dec. 2 to revise its bylaws now with the council we have
to allow students to represent now and then try and go with
divisions other than their own. elections again," she said.

"But it certainly doesn't look I
good right now."
However, Kowalyshyn said
she hopes students will eventually respond to the SA's
need.
"We hope that with a little
extra motivation we'll get
them going."
There are currently three
openings in the health, family
and applied sciences division;
one in applied arts; three in
technology; and five in industry and trades.

Handicapped Resource Centre
Fills Gap for Disabled Students
By David Somers

"But most of the success
goes to the students," Karpa
said.
She illustrates this success
with the example of a legally
blind student who earned a
journyeman's ticket in auto
mechanics.
The centre is also concerned
with how well handicapped
students interact with other
students at the college.
"There's a good attitude
towards students with
disabilities, but hesitancy,
curiosity and ignorance do exist," Karpa said. "But there's
little isolation from other
students considering the transient population of the
college."
Karpa said it was a matter
of "throwing off labels and
getting to know the person
first. They're a person first
who just happens to have a
disability."
Some of the services range
from helping with parking and

"My job is to help disabled
students fill in the gap between
themselves and other students
at Red River Community College," said Josie Karpa.
She is the co-ordinator of
the Resource Centre for Handicapped Students, located in
room D102A. The centre offers a variety of services to
disabled students at the college.
"We provide very individualized services to
students with disabilities to
help them operate on the same
level as other students," Karpa said.
With a staff that includes 13
interpreter tutors for the hearing impaired and two
counsellors, she said the centre
has been successful in terms of
the number of disabled
students graduating and a rate
of 80 to 90 per cent of
graduates getting employment.

arc

accessing lockers to course
modification for students who
may need extra time for work
or exams.
Karpa credits the college's
instructors in assisting handicapped students, particularly with course modification.
"There's incredible cooperation with the instructors.
They have a lot of flexibility,"
she said.
The centre also serves as a
liaison with the Learning
Resource Centre and the
Health Centre. The LRC has
special equipment and
materials for students who
may be visually or hearing impaired, for example, and the
Health Centre provides services to students with special
medical needs.
The Resource Centre for
Handicapped Students works
closely with outside agencies

See Social Workers/4
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Blues Gift Unappreciated
TURMEL

By Mira Kitchin
During the last two months,
RRCC students have been
entertained during the noon
hour by a variety of rock
bands thinly disguised as blues
players.
The bands heard have been
adequate practitioners of
rock-based blues, but on Oct.
28, students attending the
noon hour concert in the
Tower Lounge were witness to
the real thing—blues as blues.
Unfortunately, the college's
reception of the Eddie Clearwater Blues Band was less appreciative than the band
merited. It seemed that the audience was unsure how to respond to a band who
highlighted the music, rather
than themselves.
It would be easy to say that
the music and the band were
'hot', 'burning', 'sizzling', but
those descriptions would not
be fair labels for the musicians
of the Clearwater Blues Band.
The music was strong, harddriving and raw emotion. The
band performed the music as
though it were a gift to the audience.
Unfortunately, the college
audience of approximately 200
did not know what to give to
the band in return, beyond
listening, watching and applauding when a song ended.
Blues, as performed by Eddie Clearwater and his band,
requires that an audience participates—not participation
like jumping and dancing or
yelling and hollering. Good
blues demands a feeling
response—shown in body
language and facial expression, showing that the music
has touched the listener.
Eddie Clearwater is very
good blues. He and his band
offered raw Chicago southside
blues, its guitar-based core being simplicity in styling and
driving rhythms.

Spells Relief
py Henry Neufeld

The band gave a wellrounded program of "walkin'
blues, talkin' blues, deepdown-and-dirty and cryin'
blues" from standards like
"(Goin' to) Kansas City",
"Hootchie-Coochie Man"
and "Tear Down The Walls
Of Hell" to more contemporary works.
Experiencing Eddie Clearwater was to experience a
master bluesman excelling at
his craft. A technically proficient guitarist, Clearwater
never indulged in guitar
pyrotechnics. Each song had a
guitar solo, but the solos were
not showmanship. Instead,
Clearwater was simply letting
the guitar sing. Often, the
guitar's voice was more profound than any words could
ever be.
As a vocalist, Eddie Clearwater delivered from the soul.
His powerful, guttural vocals
joined with the voice of the
guitar in emotional depth with
the emphasis on feeling and
fundamental honesty.
Clearwater, like most
master bluesmen, does not
merely perform the blues.
There is an understanding in

watching the performance and
the sheer joy the musicians
have in playing, that blues is
far more than a style of
music—it is a way of life.
When Eddie Clearwater
leaves the stage, he is still living the blues. So, superficially,
is Winnipeg's Big Dave
McLean. The blues' "exquisite pain" is more a belief
than a genre of music. "Only
whites (sic) get the blues...they
have never learned to take the
blues and make it a celebration, not a lament." Clearwater rejoices in the blues.
Clearwater's band, comprised of Johnny V., rhythm
guitar; Tim Austin, drums;
and Will Cosby, bass, perfectly complemented their leader's
driving vocals and strong
guitar stylings.
The band at all times showed a competent mix of musicianship and professionalism,
yet were never secondary
players. Each member was an
integral part of the whole, the
greatest asset being the ability
to fuse unity with power and
let the music be the "star."
Perhaps the most telling
moments of the band's unity

and drive were during the
haunting 'crying blues'
number "(My Baby's In) San
Antone" and their rousing
rendition of "Sweet Home
Chicago". In the latter
number, Clearwater proved
his mastery of his instrument,
giving an aural illusion of slide
guitar, without benefit of a
bottleneck.
The band came totally
together and flew, overwhelming the room with vibrancy,
when they proved to the audience the direct link between
blues and rock and roll, playing a refreshed and refreshing
version of "Johnny B.
Good". The Chuck Berry
standard has been so
overplayed that it has become
a cliche, but Clearwater was
able to make it new and show
that blues is not far removed
from rock.
In their closing number, an
adaptation of an old Eric
Clapton number, the Eddie
Clearwater Blues Band showed that good blues players can
shine in rock.
Unfortunately, it's difficult
to play rock as blues, and too
many try.
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Ninety minutes before Face-Off, right up till Game Time,
show your current I.D. at the Arena Box Office and save
50% off the regular $16 ticket price on selected seats.
limited quantities available. Limit one ticket per student

Paul Samyn
Kelly Taylor
.. Brenda Fleming
Diana Giesbrecht

LIGHTNING SAVE GAMES
FrL Oct. 23, Los Angeles
Sun. Oct. 25', Los Angeles
Weds. Oct 28, Detroit
Fri. Oct. 30, Washington
Sun. Nov 1, Vancouver
FrL Nov 6, Chicago
Sun. Nov 8, Vancouver
Tues. Nov10, Calgary
Weds. Nov 18, Boston
Fri. Nov 20, New York Rangers

The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by Red River students for Red River
students. If you have any comments regardin.g the
paper, please contact us in Trailer 'K' next to the
student parking lot.
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So you got a "23" on your
midterm exam and the final is
just two short weeks away:
how do you spell RELIEF?
On Nov. 4 a standing room
only crowd of RRCC spelled it
W-A-Y-N-E T-U-R-M-E-L,
the latest Yuk Yuk's comedian
to grace the stage of the college's posh Tower Lounge.
The 26-year-old comedian
may be listed an endangered
species in the biz because his
40-minute show is the first of
this year's Comedy Series
which really deserves an "R"
rating. But the "R", in this
case, stands for "rarity."
If Turmel proved anything,
it was you don't have to be
crude to be funny. And,
responding freely with their
laughter and frequent bursts
of applause, the appreciative
Red River audience seemed to
agree.
Which is not to say he did
not risk the risque, but that he
did it with some class. A gentle
nudge here, a wink there, or a
clever innuendo were all it
took to push his point across.
On the few occasions
Turmel did get graphic, he
seemed almost to apologize
for it.
He told the crowd: "When
all else fails, go for the drug
jokes." Or, as he announced
his recent marriage to a
policewoman, the titters heard
throughout the house prompted this good-natured reply:
"You're scum--I like that in
an audience."
After three years on the
Canadian comedy circuit, the
Toronto-based comedian admitted he's cleaned up his act.
"My energy is so high, I
find I don't need the fourletter stuff anymore," Turmel
said.
Energy is right. From the
moment he climbed onto the
stage, the audience was treated
to an unbridled non-stop
straight-ahead only pause-tocatch-your-breath, torrential
downpour of WORDS--most
of them good.
More words crammed into
40 minutes than your average
Moonlighting
script and,
judging by the results, more
laughs-per-minute, too.
Here are three, stolen from
his dog "bit".
Dobermann pinschers are
"the last of the flesh-eating
dinosaurs." Pit bulls are
"chain-saws with fleas."
And those little dogs you see
yuppies walking all the time,
why they're just "belly button
lint with teeth."
Turmel credits his style of
delivery to guess who, Jimmy
Swaggart.
"Really, it's all Baptist
preacher tricks," the comic
said. Stalking the stage,
shouting into the microphone,
and gesticulating in front of
his audience, Turmel covered

See Gamut/5
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No Bull From
Cowish Nymph
Dear Diary,
I am a cow.
Now why in the world
would one make such a
derogatory comment about
oneself?
Do I consider myself a
cow because of this visible
film of surplus body encasing me and serving as a daily reminder that my food
intake is perhaps unbalanced in relation to my exercise
regime? No, not for that
reason.
Do I consider myself a
cow, then, because I have
been known to fester in bed
with enough magazines,
comics, junk-food and
Harlequins to last a
weekend? No, not for that
reason either.
Perhaps I consider myself
a cow, then, because I can
anchor myself in front of
the T.V. and purposely not
hear the doorbell until the
interrupting caller has gone
back into the blizzard. No,
not that reason either.
Although, if there were no
right answer, I'd have to
choose that one.
The reason is this, Diary.
My mother and I were once
talking about the birds and
the bees, which has always
confused me because if, by
chance, the two ever did get
tanked and end up in bed
together, the resulting offspring would be some horrendous yellow and black
furry thing that would,
come spring, crash directly
into your picture window.
Anyway, Morn made a
comment that day which
would forever linger in my
mind, like a pungent sewage
odor. In an attempt to address my question of why it
was that I had so many
male friends but was always
with the other single gals
come Saturday night, Mom
said this:

"Why buy the cow when
the milk is free."
She elaborated by
describing me as the marrying kind to whom boys
would return when they had
become men. She said that,
thanks to the so-called Sexual Revolution, as long as
girls would freely frolick in
bed with no need for commitment whatsoever, girls
like me would learn to embroider.
I wasn't quite sure if I
was in favor of such a deal.
So, to this day, I ponder
other alternatives like supplying a little free milk
myself or refusing to be
sold now that the farmers
are coming back to the
market. But Mom was
right. I resented her comment, but the shoe fits and
it's pinching my hoof in a
bad way.
So, for you boys who
have finished playing in the
fields, here are 15 Ways To
Spot A Cow:
1.Has chosen her china pattern.
2. Buys Modern Bride.
3. Wipes the T.V. screen
with a wet cloth while watching it.
4. Can prepare chicken 7
days a week without
repeating a recipe.
5. Passes up the bar to go
home and reorganize cupboards.
6. Buys 'classics' that she
can wear for years to come.
7. Wears flannel nighties.
8. Moisturizes.
9. Clips coupons.
10. Dons sensible shoes.
11. Passes on drinking and
smoking unless it's her own
wedding.
12. Checks for varicose
veins.
13. Carries aspirin and a
hanky.
14. Licks her hand to wipe
children's faces.
15. Corrects your English.

Winnipeggers Find What
They Were Looking For
at U2 Concert
By Jason Bell
U2, the populist Irish musicians who have slowly
developed a vast audience out
of a small cult following,
brought their inspirational anthems to the jam-packed St.
Paul Civic Centre, St. Paul,
Minnesota, on Tuesday night,
Nov. 3, for the first of two
shows.
Some 18,000 delirious fans
witnessed the 100-minute
show, a playful yet poetic performance drawn mainly from
The Joshua Tree, sprinkled
with selections from their
earlier albums.
About 800 Winnipeggers
bussed across the border to
witness the concert in the Civic
Centre, a much smaller venue
than U2 often plays in. The
smaller, more personal Civic
Centre allowed a sense of intimacy that few bands are able
to attain.
As soon as Paul "Bono"
Hewson's passionate vocals
cut into "Where The Streets
Have No Name", and the "I
Will Follow", the crowd knew
it had come to see something
more than just a concert. This
was an event of major impact.
U2 rode its best material on
a tight line, touching on social
concerns with the songs,
"Sunday Bloody Sunday",
"New Years Day", and
"Bullet The Blue Sky". During the latter, Dave "The
Edge" Evans' guitar and synthesizers evoked images of war
by mimicking the sounds of
sirens and missiles.
The band followed with
brief choruses of The Doors'
"Riders On The Storm" and
Them's "Gloria."

IT COULD HAPPEN
TO YOU
A fire or tornado, sickness or
injury, maritial troubles or any
number of other problems can
happen to anyone. By giving to
United Way, you're making
sure that help will be there if

you need it.

Streisand Brilliant in Nuts
By Joe Charbonneau
A person would have to be
cracked to miss Barbara Streisand's latest effort, a comedydrama called Nuts.
The movie is about a call
girl, Claudia Draper (Streisand) who is charged with
manslaughter. Her parents
wish to have her committed to
a mental hospital and the state
agrees. But surprise, surprise,
Draper disagrees.
Streisand turns out a
remarkable performance
bordering on brilliance. Her
showing is so strong that even
some overacting on her part
can't spoil the overall performance.

Director Martin Rits does a
superb job of blending comedy with drama. He also
manages to keep a tight rein
on Streisand, or about as well
as we can expect.
Richard Dreyfuss provides
another strong performance as
Draper's overworked public
defender, Aaron Levinsky.
When Dreyfuss and Streisand
are on screen they grab the audiences attention and refuse to
give it back.
One of the most memorable
scenes is Draper's walk
through the men's section of
the prison where she is subjected to all sorts of profane

remarks and leers. A
flashback scene to a singles
bar shows that the only difference between the bar and
the prison is that the men in
the bar are less vocal.
Rits takes advantage of
Streisand's gift for comedy
and her unusual beauty and
sensuality. This is best exemplified in the scene where
she mentally seduces the
District Attorney and makes
him feel, let us say, somewhat
uncomfortable.
The fine mix of comedy and
drama combined with strong
performances by Streisand
and Dreyfuss make Nuts
worth seeing.

Bono then launched into
Bob Marley's "Exodus", with
the crowd continuing to feed
back their enthusiasm at every
change of pace and at every
turn.
One favorite segment was a
wonderfully needful "Help",
which Bono dedicated to the
South African fight against
apartheid.
Thereafter, the band overpowered with such staples as
"Pride" (a tribute to Martin
Luther King), "Bad" and
"With Or Without You."
Bono displayed why he is
arguably the most entertaining
artist in rock today. As he
swung a hand-held spot-light
directed towards the audience,
the crowd responded with its
own rendition of a lit-up
"wave".
In another instance, a frontrow spectator threw a U2 banner onto the stage, and Bono
carefully laid out the banner
and dove into it, rolling
around as he sang "Bullet The
Blue Sky". The audience
savored every teaspoon of
showmanship it was fed, and
Bono was generous with his
offerings.
Drummer Larry Mullen Jr.
and bassist Adam Clayton
complemented the powerful
voice of Bono and the rampaging guitar of The Edge, collectively cementing the relationship between U2 and their audience.
The evening ended with the
song "40". The crowd might
have carried on singing "How
Long?" for who knows how
long—even after Mullen had
finally followed his fellows

off-stage for the last time after
the encore, and even after the
recorded exit music had come
and gone, still there was singing and singing and singing.
Ultimately, it was our show,
a night not to be forgotten
because it was our night.
Wisconsin's BoDeans opened with a 40-minute set of upbeat roots rock.
Featured in the set was an
impressive version of the Everly Brothers' "Only Love" and
a hard-rocking original,
"Good Work If You Can Get
It". The band did its best to
warm up the audience on it
own merit, but the crowd
needed no aid in preparing for
its Irish heroes.

Social Workers
Cont'd from p.2
and social workers. This
sometimes involves special
funding, counselling services,
or preparation of people who
are planning to enroll in
courses in the future.
"There's a lot of cooperating with people," Karpa
said. "Independantly, we'd go
nowhere."
As for the future, the centre
is working on everything from
the development of a 2-year
Interpreter Training Program
to pushing for further renovations to the college to improve
physical accessibility.
More information about the
Resource Centre for Handicapped Students can be obtained from its office, 102A,
Building D, or by phoning
632-2362.

The
Communication
Reserve
Reserve your future
Are you a full-time, post-secondary
student in engineering or computer
science?
Apply now for Officer's training in
technical subjects and practical
leadership, part-time on evenings
and weekends, and get up to
four months summer employment
and travel.
Take advantage of the opportunity
for experience and a part-time
career.

It's
your
choice,
your
future.

For more information, contact:
735 (Winnipeg)
Communication Regiment
Iv!into Armoury
969 St Matthews Avenue
Winnipeg. Manitoba
R3G 0J7
783-4758
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Reviews
Yoakam Puts Country
Back Into Country Music
By Andy Alksnis
He may be too country for Yoakam's ballads, particularNashville, but on Nov. 4, at ly during "1,000 Miles" and
the Winnipeg arena, Dwight "Johnson's Love."
Yoakam proved that there
The
Kentucky-born
ain't no such thang as "too Yoakam drew heavily from his
country" here in Winnipeg.
immensely successful albums,
Yoakam and his Babylonian Guitars, Cadillacs, etc. and
Cowboys wowed the capacity Hillbilly Deluxe, although he
Concert Bowl crowd of 4,000 did do a waltz version of "La
with twenty (including four Bamba."
encores) real country songs.
Yoakam is one of the New
The band had to overcome Traditionalists in country
some early tightness and ap- music; young singers who put
peared initially to just be going the country back into country
through the motions.
music, and avoid what
The motions, however, were Yoakam calls "Nash-trash
more than enough to satisfy schlock-bull".
the frenzied fans with
He was turned down twice
"Guitars, Cadillacs', one of by Nashville recording execs
Yoakam's biggest hits.
who dismissed his music as
A rousing version of Flatt "too country."
and Scrugg's "Down the
In fact, it was heard
Road" intensified both the Wednesday night that Kenny
band and crowd as lead Rogers and Alabama records
guitarist Pete Anderson and within two miles of the arena
fiddler extraordinaire Brantley melted during Yoakam's now
Kearns traded licks.
famous cover of Johnny HorDrummer Jeff Donavan and ton's "Honky Tonk Man."
bassist J.D. Foster, looking
Kearns, fitted in overalls
like fugitives from a glam-rock and a tie, played some of the
band, thumped out the lonesomest fiddle heard since
rhythm.
Hank Sr.'s time.
The band's lean, clear
Anderson relied heavily on
sound virtually neutralized the the two top strings on his elecarena's notoriously awful tric guitar to counter-act the
acoustics.
fiddle's railroad whine.
Rarely has the arena soundTowards the end of the
ed better than during hour-and-a-half show, the

Gamut
Cont'd from p.3
the gamut of "games" that
transpire between men and
women: how they look at each
other, at themselves, and at
the world in general; how
much they are both different
and the same.
Keeping his humor topical is
the key to its success. "You
have to include stuff people
can relate to, things they can
identify with," Turmel said.
He could even poke fun at
himself. A self-described Danny Partridge look-alike
"without the glasses", Turmel
joked about his red hair, his
weight and particularly, his recent marriage.
Although his comedy pays
the bills, Turmel said his act
may be stepping stone to other
things.
He's sold material to a
I number of comedians and he
is currently contributing a column to the new Yuk Yuk's
magazine, Banter, scheduled
for release in January.
Turmel is also working on a
screenplay and, no, it's not a
comedy. "A horror film," the
comic said.
After the performance,
Turmel, who has played in
every province except Newfoundland, confided that Winnipeg was a tough place for
him to work.
"For some reason I can't
seem to catch the rhythm
here," he said.
Her certainly fooled the audience at the Tower Lounge. If
Wednesday's response meant
anything, Wayne Turmel is
catching on.

Hollywood based band explored the perimeter of the
bare-bones stage, at times
teasing the crowd.
Yoakam strutted his stuff,
twisting and hopping in his
needle-nosed lizard skin
cowboy boots.
For an encore, Yoakam
pulled up a stool, and with his
acoustic guitar, showed why
his name alone is on the concert ticket.
From under the ever-present
cowboy hat shone a voice as
bright as the rhinestones on his
jacket.
His balladized version of
"Ring of Fire" and his Flattpicking on "This Drinkin'
Will Kill Me" brought many
fans to their feet and dropped
jaws to the floor.
One final note: for a guy
who preaches noncommercialism in country
music, Yoakam and his people
sure do charge a lot for a concert T-shirt ($22.00).
With a proper opening
band, the T-shirt may have
been worth the money,
although comedian Joe Nipote
was more entertaining and
more country than some of
Winnipeg's so-called country
bands.

Bo-Day-Shus Perfect for
Rational Thinking
By Andrew Maxwell
Among the great tragedies
of recent music history is the
fact that Skid Roper and Mojo
Nixon were not prominent
figures in the music industry
during the period when a U.S.
Senate subcommittee investigatei obscenity in rock
lyrics.
I, for one, would swiftly
give my left ventricle if only to
have seen this wacky duo
serenading the Washington
wives with "I Ain't Gonna
Piss In No Jar" from their
latest album Bo Day Shus.
This thoroughly listenable,
gleefully amateurish work provides a romp through
songwriter Nixon's demented
world backed by a band flexible enough to churn anything
from the inexplicably hilarious
"Polka Polka" to the irresistable rockabilly of the instant classic "Elvis Is
Everywhere."
A timely stab at the current
mania surrounding the still
very late king of rock and roll,
"Elvis Is Everywhere" is offthe-wall mockery at its best.
Nixon's mock-evangelical ravings about the king's messianic
powers exemplify the
demented genius that makes
this record one of the most enjoyable of the year. "Elvis is a
perfect being," yelps Nixon.
"Why do you think they call it
evolution anyway! It's really
EThislution!!"
-

-

Other tracks such as "Gin
Guzzlin' Frenzy", "Wash No
Dishes No More" and "BBQ
U.S.A." stand simply as inspired odes to anarchy. The re-

sounding message here is that
in these troubled times, one's
ability to enjoy constructive
insanity is more important
than ever.
In "We Gotta Have More
Soul" the point is driven home
as Nixon lashes out at all those
"In cahoots with the devil; to
cover the earth with wretched
swill, of gutless, mediocre,
middle-of-the-road, sleepinducin', homogenized
Pablum; background music
for the slavery of daily
drudgery."
Granted, most people this
arrested in their emotional
development either end up as
wards of the state or selling
bad hash to junior high kids,
but Bo Day Shus remains
perfect listening for any person suffering from prolonged
periods of rational thinking or
behavior.
Normally, such fine fare
would move this reviewer to
recommend the album's purchase en masse. In this case,
however, the thought of Roper
and Nixon controlling large
sums of sales royalties is just
too scary. Borrow it from someone and tape it. Sure it's illegal, but these guys probably
do it all the time.
-

-

Depeche Mode Album Ambitious
Depeche Mode-Music
for the Masses
(SIRE)
By Harry Schwartz
Another year goes by and
another Depeche Mode album
is on the racks.
Music for the Masses is an
ambitious thought, though it
is not acheived by these
veterans (if one can be in this

genre) of the techno-pop field.
"Never Let Me Down
Again" is the lead-off track
and the first single issued on
45. It's a shame. Not that it's a
bad song, but I feel that there
are other tracks that could
have been picked with more
radio potential.
"Strangelove" is a catchy
dance tune with nice vocal arrangements as well as a
melody as appealing as any on
the album.

"The Things You Said" is a
"Sacred" is another song
along the same lines that might prime example as its
find its way to the 12-inch mysterious tones and haunting
E.P. racks before you know it. vocals set the tone for much of
This track, as well as "Behind the album. The same goes for
the Wheel" and "Nothing" "Little 15", another depressare all good bopping songs ing and moody song which
that are reminiscent of older more or less gets you as down
as humanly possible.
Depeche Mode works.
Music for the Masses?
The rest of the album
features some of the moodiest Nope. Just a select few. The
and 'dark' sounding tracks die hard Depeche Mode fans
that the band has ever releas- will be happy, but not me.
ed:
a

Coming Events Coming Events Coming Ev
If the urge for fun and
games overtakes you this
month, the enterainment scene
is filled with everything from
beer bashes to comedy. Check
out these events:
Beer Bashers: Tickets for the
Suitcase Beer Bash are on sale
Nov. 17 at the ATO Booth.
Price is $5. The merriment
takes place Nov. 20 in the
South Gym when a lucky winner will get two tickets to the
Grey Cup, including plane
tickets and accomodations.
Pack your suitcases.

••*
Excitement awaits in the
Tower Lounge Nov. 30 when
comedian/musician Scott
Jones hits the stage from noon
til 1 p.m. This man sounds absolutely zany. The Scott Jones
show is touted to have original
music, stand-up comedy, ex-

otic toys and rubber devices.
He's even been known to toss
in a slide show. Can he fit all
of this into one Tower performance? That remains to be
seen, but one thing's certain:
He won't be singing opera.
Says Jones: "I don't do opera.
That's the kind of music where
someone gets stabbed...but instead of dying they get up and
sing about it."

If you've always had the urge
to dance, here's your chance
to pick up some pointers.
Dance Manitoba hosts a
membership concert Saturday
Nov. 21 at the Centre Culturel
Franco Manitobain. Dancers
will display their talents in
jazz, tap, ballet, modern and
folk/ethnic. Tickets are $6 at
the Dance Manitoba Office.

•••
Actor's Showcase, Manitoba's
Theatre for Young People,
will present Mordecai
Richler's Jacob Two-Two

Aspiring poets take note: Take
your pen in hand and head
down to the Royal Albert
Meets the Hooded Fang now Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 7:45
through to Nov. 22 at the Gas p.m. for the 1st Anniversary
Station Theatre. It's recom- Poetry Sweatshop. There's a
mended for 6-12 year-olds, but $100 prize for each of the three
for the kids at heart, weekend winners. Admission is $3 for
shows are: 14, 15, 21 and 22 at spectators and $1 for poets.
1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. For more Poets should try to register
info and tickets give Actor's early. Call 943-9066 or
256-2065 for more info.
Showcase a ring at 947-0394.

Prairie Theatre Exchange
presents Quebec playwright
Rene-Daniel Dubois' Don't
Blame the Bedouins from now
until Dec. 12. Picture this:
Two military trains zoom
toward each other on the
tracks. But tied to the tracks is
an operatic soprano. Throw
into this a romantic hero, a
myopic intellectual, and live
music and you've got Don?
Blame the Bedouins. Performances run Tuesday to Satur-

day at 8 p.m. with matinees
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. and
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday
to Saturday prices are $12 for
adults and $8 for students and
seniors. Sunday prices are $10
for adults and $8 for students
and seniors. Tickets are
available at the PTE Box Office at 160 Princess Street.
Give them a jingle at 942-7291.
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A Look at the People and Places of Red
River. If you have anything interesting in
your part of the college, contact us.

Peterer: The Man Who Stirs the Assiniboia Pot
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Hope and Glory Reverses
Trend in War Movies
with a Men's or Ladies cut
and style from Red River's
Hairstyling department

By Dawna Dingwall
By Colleen Gurney
Most staff and students are
aware of Red River Community College's luxurious dining
room, the Assiniboia.
However, few are aware of the
man who keeps the restaurant
running smoothly; chef training instructor, Johann-Baptist
Peterer.
Besides teaching at the college for 17 years, JohannBaptist, or John as his friends
call him, has also cooked for
banquets and parties at the
Government House for 16
years. He has cooked for such
people as Pearl McGonigal,
Pierre Trudeau, Ed Schreyer,
Jeanne Sauve, Princess Anne,
and most recently, the Duke
and Duchess of York.
John did not simply become
a chef in one day, however.
"A chef is more than a man
in a white hat and coat, as
many people think," said
Peterer. "He has to work up
in all areas of the kitchen."
Peterer was born in
Switzerland and took cooking
there for three years. In 1965,
the 25-year-old Peterer decided he wanted to see the world.
He wanted to go to the USA
because of the abundance of
jobs there. But when he
discovered it would take him
15 months to get a visa he
looked toward Canada.
Because there was a great
demand for European cooks
in Canada he received his visa
in only six weeks. He then set

John Peterer makes sure his students get the point.
off by boat for Montreal.
He only intended on visiting
Canada for a few years, but he
was attracted to the many
available jobs and "a certain
woman" so he stayed.
After working as a cook in
Toronto for a year, he moved
to Winnipeg and became sous
chef (second in charge of the
kitchen) at the International
Inn.
It was here that Peterer
realized that "training starts
after the apprenticeship". Not
only did he have to manage
much of the kitchen, but he
also had to learn English.

After two years at the International Inn, Peterer felt the
next step was to become a
"full-fledged chef". He applied and received a job at The
Winnipeg Squash and Raquet
Club.
Here, Peterer enjoyed the
challenge of the job and the
opportunity to meet new people. However, he realized the
irregular hours would hinder
his plans to marry and raise a
family.
"A chef must be prepared
to work late nights and
holidays," he said.
When he heard about the

job for a cooking instructor at food to the customers. These
Red River Community College students switch every three
he viewed it as a "welcome weeks, and they gain on the
job training as well.
challenge" and applied.
Everything served in the
He started out as a cooking
instructor in the Voyageur Assiniboia is made from
Cafeteria for three years and scratch, and everything is pricthen became the meat cutting ed a-la-carte or separate. This
instructor for three more means that the customers do
not have to pay for something
years.
Four years ago, he was of- they don't want.
The prices are twice as
fered the position of Chef
Training instructor in the cheap as they would be in
Assiniboia restaurant and he other restaurants, Peterer
took it feeling it would be "a said. "Because the customers
don't have to pay for the atheck of a challenge."
"It think it is an excellent mosphere such as lighting,
course, not because I teach it, carpeting, or even doormen
but because it provides on-the- that they might pay for in
other hotels and restaurants."
job training," he said.
Peterer also said that there
He said he treats the
students as if they were are many very little left-overs,
employees in a restaurant that so that also keeps the prices
he owns. The students are down.
"Waste is phenomenal in
assigned tasks in the kitchen,
such as dish washer, sous chef our industry."
He said the restaurant is
or head chef; and each day
they rotate one position kept very busy which is good
"clock-wise" so that they all because this keeps the hotel
get to know the responsibilities and restaurant and chef trainassociated with each position. ing students busy.
Peterer said that he likes
Half of the students in the
class are second year commer- students the best as customers
cial cooking students while the in the Assiniboia. He feels
other half are students who they are more polite and aphave worked in the industry preciative than the staff.
"Some staff members eat in
for at least two-and-a-half
here (many times) a week so
years.
Peterer feels that the two- they are more difficult to
and-a-half year requirement of please," he said.
Dec. 8, 9 and 10 is mid-term
industry work is no substitute
for the practical experience testing for the chef training
one can receive in the Red students, Peterer said. At this
time, first-come-first-serve
River Cooking Course.
He said many first-year students can get a full course
students leave to go into the meal for a mere $3.50. It will
industry, but come back a few be good because a student's
years later when they realize grade depends on the quality
that they do not have enough of it.
experience to advance.
Right now, the Assiniboia is
While the chef training open from 11:30 to 1:00 p.m.
students cook the food, the week days. The menu changes
hotel and restaurant ad- twice every three weeks with a
ministration students serve the buffet every third Friday.

John Boorman's memories
of World War II Britian as a
child have created a war movie
far different from the likes of
Platoon and the newer Full

The ending is perhaps one ing. Perhaps if more time were
of the movie's biggest disap- spent on developing the
pointments. It leaves too many character and their situation,
loose ends that have the viewer perhaps by added narration by
and with ,a classy price of
wondering about as they leave the grown Billy, the story
Metal Jacket.
the theatre. What happens to would be more effective.
just $2. 59 for a cut and style
The difference comes in that Grace and Mac? How do
One aspect that the movie is
we see the war through the Dawn, Bruce and the baby
very successful in is transporAppointments are Preferred
eyes of a seven-year-old fare? Most of all we wonder ting the viewer back to another
boy—Billy. He hates school how the movie can end even time and place. The costumes
We are now open for business
and his sisters, wonders at the before the war is half over. and the music are all excellent,
strange things that adults
in room AB - 21 (near the South Gym)
and add greatly to what
In
some
cases,
the
war
seemsometimes do, and is like any
already is a very entertaining
young boy intrigued, yet fear- ed to be trivialized but the
movie.
. because our
movie of course comes from a
ful, of the war.
I would highly recommend
students bridge all
Sebastian Rice Edwards is seven-year-old's point of view,
Hope
and
Glory
to
anyone
barriers to make you
the perfect British School Lad, and many things seem much who wishes to be thoroughly
look sensational.
complete with the accent, simpler to a child.
entertained and amused. It is a
We see how the war affects
freckled face and walking
film which takes the new trend
shorts. He is on in a cast of different people, Billy, his in war movies, and completely
many believable and extraor- mother, his sisters, his father reverses it. It is a tender,
and his friends, yet my one
dinary actors.
humorous and realistic story
complaint
is
that
we
do
not
The movie focuses around a
that very much needed to be
typical family: Mother, father, always feel what they are feel- told.
rebellious teenaged daughter,
the baby of the family.
Throughout the movie we are
able to see the effects of the
war on this family and how
they deal with and adjust to
this new way of life.
Whether you lived during
Employment and
Emploi et
the war era or not, this movie
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Fearing that she will be
•
unable to look after the
younger children, the mother,
Grace, makes an attempt to
send them off to Australia.
But at the last moment at the
train station she cannot bear
to part with her family,
especially after hearing Billy
yell back: "I'm going to miss
the war and it's all your
fault!" Uncle Mac, the
saviour throughout the movie,
retrieves the children and she
returns home faced with raising three children in war-torn
Britain during times when
GENERAL BRIEFING SESSIONS SCHEDULED FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS, June/88 in TECHNOLOGY COURSES
money was very scarce.
The movie is filled with a
We are presently making arrangements to speak with each graduating class in DECEMBER in the
child's memories of how the
Technology area in regard to PREPARATION FOR THE RECRUITING ON CAMPUS PROGRAM. This
war affected him.
We also are exposed to how
will include the distribution of registration for employment forms, a overview of
the war affects the rest of the
the Recruiting on Campus Program including the preparation necessary, advertising
family, as Billy's older sister
procedures, etc. Also discussed will be job seeking techniques and a review of
Dawn does her "bit for the
What Happened to the June/87 Graduates.
war" she calls it. This includes
entertaining the soldiers at the
Posters detailing these important visits will be posted in the following areas at
officer's club and coming
the end of the month. Please watch your boards and plan to attend! Due to time
home late, not to mention
restraints we cannot repeat these sessions.
drunk, and crawling through
Billy's window when she gets
home.
Bldg. A – 4th floor -- across from elevators
We see the problems of any
CIVIL TECHNOLOGY FAMILY
typical family as the mother
Bldg. A – 2nd floor -- West end bulletin board.
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC
attempts to deal with her
rebellious daughter who has
FAMILY
unintentionally fallen in love
Bldg. A – 1st floor -- Room A116
MECHANICAL ENG. TECH.
with a soldier.
Some of the best scenes in
Bldg. A – 4th floor -- across from elevators
CHEMICAL TECH. FAMILY
the movie occur when the
whole family is present and the
father is on leave. Not only do
you get to see the special
father-son relationship, but
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (JUNE/88) GRADS. -- Reminder! Your first employer schedule
you are introduced to the
will be posted approx. Dec. 1.
other members of the family,
such as the eccentric grandfather.

Canada Employment Centre on Campus
Room C-211 1+
Canada
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Check the job board in

a

the CEC Office, Rm. C-211, on a regular basis.

Job listings are posted as they are received.
Come up and "PICK YOUR JOB".

GIVE FROM THE HEART

cr

,

MANITOBA HEART FOUNDATION

SAVE MONEY!

Save hundreds ... perhaps thousands of dollars a
year on the purchaso of consumer goods & services.
AS AN OPTION YOU CAN .. .

EARN MONEY!

through our unique marketing programme, with

TELESTAPTcONSUMER
SERVICES LTD
The TELESTART Consumer Benefit Service offers you a new

and unique way of SHOPPING, SAVING and EARNING MONEY
SAVE up to 70% OFF RETAIL COST ol: • Appliances
• TN., Video, Stereo • Jewellery • Office Supplies & Equipment
• Baby Accessories • Travel • Home Improvements • Tires
• Furniture and MUCH, MUCH, MORE!
SUBSCRIBE TODAY ANO RECEIVE

50% OFF A HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY!
CALL FOR EXCITING DETAILS:

STAN 233-5152 after 6 p.m.

t..;

Counsellors are available for referral.
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